Solozhenkin: “Can you describe please the details of the process of the examination by detector?
What parts of the body of Miss Assaubayeva were checked? As far as I understood you decided not
to examine ears. Who exactly did execute the check by detector of Miss Assaubayeva? Were you a
witness while Miss Assaubayeva was checked?”
Bond: “I did not witness any inspections on the broadcast floor.”
Solozhenkin : “The answer you definitly knows will be on the next question. I would like to
learn who knew about my complaint during WYCC and from what time.
For the moment I know that during WYCC you did inform about my suspicions the following
persons
Mme Sabrina de san Vicente
GM John Fedorowicz
Mikhail Khodorkovsky
I kindly ask to point when exactly (for example, right after I left yoor room, one one hour after
I wrote a complaint, etc) you did inform these persons about my complaint. Did you inform other
arbitres? Can you give their names please? Did you mention my name as the author of the
complaint or just you kept me anonymous?
I really appreciate for your answers as if it is important for me to understand some things
according to the actual imformation.
I kindly ask you to answer also the following questions:
Did you inform about the complaint Mr. Panagiotis Nikolopulos? If yes, when did you do that?
Why did you inform Mr. Regan (as he claimed) during 5th round more than a day after the
appearance of my complaint but not right after the receving of my complaint before 4th round?
Why (as I correctly understood) there was no metal detector in the beginning of the tournament (in
spite you did speak about the presence of handle detector during the technical meeting) and it
appeared from somewhere only in the 5th round (probably because of my complaint)?”
Bond: “I informed the Arbiters about your complaint on the same day, prior to the start of the next
round in the afternoon. These included Ms. de San Vicente, and Deputy Chief Arbiters Pablyto
Ribeiro and Jose Martinez. They knew that you filed the complaint on your daughter’s player’s
behalf.
Mr. Fedorowicz was consulted in confidence within a few days of your complaint. I cannot say for
certainty when Mr. Khodarkovsky was consulted about your complaint. Were in contact about
other matters frequently during the tournament. I did not contact Mr. Nikolopolis during the
tournament. I contacted Mr. Regan at my first opportunity.
I cannot say why the inspection devices were not available from the first round. Regarding the
broadcast of the games, the software did not support a transmission delay. Therefore the broadcast
was temporarily interrupted several times during the balance of the tournament.”

